Cumberland Isla Collection
Designed by Defne Koz, Marco Susani

Isla Table

The Isla Collection lounge features seating sections that can be interchangeably combined with each other or with the bench pieces
to create different layouts. The Isla table proves to be a versatile counterpart as its curve is a perfect complement to the contours of
the seating elements and can be moved with ease to accommodate nearly any
configuration of the lounge and bench pieces. Isla Collection is designed to bring
people together in an informal setting and can be part of any lobby, waiting room,
lounge area or work space. Its flexibility allows it to become part of a dynamic
environment and to respond to the changing needs of any organization.
Specifications
Side, coffee, and tablet tables. Stainless steel base with nylon glides. Wood or solid
surface top. Veneer with catalyzed lacquer finish in all Cumberland standard and
custom finishes.
Options - Specify:
Top:
0.75”-thick wood or 0.5”-thick glacier white solid surface with a bullnose edge.
Wood:
Maple is standard. Walnut and White Oak are optional, add $220 list per item. Option A Exotic woods are
optional, add $400 list per item.
Finishes:
Available in any standard MP finish on Maple, any premium WL finish on Walnut or any premium WO finish on
White Oak. Cerused finishes on Oak are available for an additional charge of $140 list per item. Custom
finishes are also available.
Solid Surface: Glacier white is standard.
Base:
Polished or Satin Stainless Steel is standard. Statuary Bronze and Painted Metal are optional at an additional
charge of $375 list per item. Polished Brass is optional, add $1125 list per item.
Glide Option:
Nylon glides are standard. Felt pads on the bottom of the nylon glides are available for an additional $50 list per
item.
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Side Table
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Side Table
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Coffee Table 36"Dia x 15"h
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